Expression pattern of mouse homolog of prostate-specific membrane antigen (FOLH1) in the transgenic adenocarcinoma of the mouse prostate model.
Prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA) is expressed on the plasma membrane of normal prostate and in primary and metastatic prostate cancer in humans. Recently, a mouse homolog of PSMA (FOLH1) was identified that shares an 85% sequence homology with human PSMA. The transgenic adenocarcinoma of the mouse prostate (TRAMP) model displays spontaneous tumor development with age and metastasizes to tissues similar to human prostate cancer. This study characterized the expression of Folh1 in the TRAMP model to determine if the TRAMP would be a useful model system to evaluate PSMA-directed targeting strategies. A sensitive, real-time quantitative PCR assay was developed to measure Folh1 cRNA copy number in various tissues of 30-32-week-old TRAMP+ and age-matched, nontransgenic controls (TRAMP-). Of the tissues studied, the highest expression of Folh1 was observed in the kidney and brain of both TRAMP+ and TRAMP- mice. Low levels of Folh1 cRNA (1-2 copies/ng total RNA) were detected in the tumor and lymph nodes of TRAMP+ mice and in the seminal vesicles and lung of the TRAMP+ and TRAMP- mice. The expression of Folh1 mRNA was sixfold higher in the prostate of 32-week-old TRAMP- mice compared to the tumor of 32-week-old TRAMP+ mice. The rank order of the Folh1 expression in the tissues studied was kidney > brain > prostate > tumor > lymph nodes > lung > seminal vesicles > liver. Folh1 mRNA was undetectable in the bone marrow of both TRAMP+ and TRAMP- mice. Folate hydrolase activity assayed in the kidney, brain, lung, and liver paralleled the expression of Folh1 mRNA in these tissues. We demonstrate that Folh1 is expressed at very high levels in some normal mouse tissues including the prostate gland and that the expression is not upregulated in the tumor of 32-week-old TRAMP+ mice.